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Key Summary 

 
      A. Trading Report 

•   Fortnight traded volume totals to 8,306,000  
•   Lift in prices to reach $12.94 for front 
•   Open Interest rises by 1,358,000 

      B. Price Expectations 
•   Price now approaching $13.00 soft ceiling 
•   Sell-side pressure in January could prevent further increases 
•   Expected V16 ranges: $12.93 - $12.98 (Front); $13.24 - $13.29 (2017 Benchmark)     

C. CCO Tracker 
•   399k carbon offsets issued by ARB in final issuances of the year 
•   27.5 million credits available for future compliance as compliance data reveals 8 

million credits surrendered in 2015 
•   Creek CMM receives 266k credits under mine methane capture protocol 
•   527k CCO-8s shortened to CCO-3s 
•   269k new ROCs added to the registries 
•   Forest Carbon Partners and Port Graham Corporation list Alaskan IFM project 

      D. Policy Tracker 
•   SB 32, AB 197, SB 1386, AB 33 signed by Governor, legislature resumes in 2017 

E. Key Dates 
•   Jan 8 – 2017 Winter Forum: Tackling Energy Inequality Through Clean Energy 

Solutions 
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Section A. Trading Report 
 
 
Busy Pre-Christmas shopping is followed by lay holiday period  
 
The run-up to Christmas was a surprisingly busy period on the secondary 
market for CCA’s, the total traded volume for the week starting on the 
19th summed to 7,726,000. However, as expected, the week sandwiched 
by Christmas and New Year was suitably quiet with just 580,000 in volume 
passing through the market.  
 
The ‘new current vintage’, i.e. V2017, picked up the largest share of 
trading over the fortnight with 55% of the volume, the old current of 
V2016 had 39%, the 6% remainder was for V2015. By delivery date, 48% 
of trading was on the old front and benchmark of December 2016, whilst 
the new benchmark V2017 was just behind with 37%. The advance 
months of January and February shared the leftover 1,230,000 of volume. 
 
The first week of the fortnight saw a net increase of 1,348,000 in open 
interest for the market. Yet the growth primarily on the front was 
constrained by the liquidation of 1,060,000 V2017, December 17 
contracts. This liquation could well represent the successful exit from a 
long position contracted when the market was pitched more than half a 
cent beneath its current level earlier this year. The second week of the 
fortnight saw a very marginal increase of just 10,000 contracts. 
 
Prices stepped up by $0.07 over the fortnight, and thus the front price 
finished 2016 at $12.94. This is a full $0.63 beneath the auction reserve for 
2017, and $0.26 beneath the December price given when the market first 
opened in January 2016. The current market price for December 2017 is 
pitched at $13.25. Political developments aside, this is likely to rise nearer 
to the new floor, as the effect of withheld volume at auction begins to 
bite.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICE Price Movements 
ICE CCA 2-Wk 

Close Wk ∆ 
V16 Front 12.94 0.07 

V16 Dec 16 12.94 0.07 
V15 Dec 16 12.95 0.08 
V17 Dec 16 12.94 0.07 
V18 Dec 16 12.88 0.05 
V19 Dec 16 12.85 0.05 
V16 Jun 17 13.08 0.04 

V16 Dec 17 13.25 0.04 
V16 Dec 18 13.64 0.05 
V16 Dec 19 14.07 0.05 
V19 Dec 17 13.16 0.02 
V19 Dec 18 13.55 0.03 

ICE Traded Volumes 

ICE CCA Delivery Vol. 
(‘000) 

V15 Dec 16 250 

 Dec 17 250 

V16 

Dec 16 3,021 

Jan 17 20 

Dec 17 200 

V18 

Dec 16 755 

Feb 17 1,210 

Dec 17 2,600 
Total 8,306 

4-week average 4,709 
CCO Price Movements 

OTC Mar-18 Wk ∆ 
Golden ‘16 11.54 0.01 

CCO-3 ‘16 10.45 -0.04 

CCO-8 ‘16 10.11 -0.10 
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Section B. Price Expectations 

 
 

 

 

 
 
Price expectations: 
 
Expected V16 ranges: $12.93 - $12.98 (Front); $13.24 - $13.29 (2017 Benchmark)     
Volumetric assumption: 3-7 million on V16 contracts; 4-10 million overall  
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The recent step-up in prices over the festive 
period has brought the market’s front near to its 
historic high of $12.99 observed during October. 
There is a reasonable chance that the new 
dynamics of 2017 and its higher floor price will 
be sufficient to push the front through the ‘soft 
ceiling’ of $13.00 during January. 
 
However, there is an expectation that large 
entities will seek to store allowances delivered at 
the end of 2016 on the secondary market once 
again. If these trades come through as predicted, 
this would likely exert a strong sell side pressure 
onto the front of the curve. This in turn could 
well depress prices for the initial phase of this 
annual cycle, and prevent the market from 
surfacing through $13.  
 
This extra demand for carrying could also then 
lead to an increase in the intra-year funding rate, 
bringing it nearer to its annual high of 2.89% - as 
earlier this month. 
 
From a legal and regulatory, stance all eyes will 
be firmly focused on the hearing of oral 
arguments in the CCC vs ARB auction court case 
to be held on the 24th of January. The line of 
questions from the judiciary panel and overall 
impressions of the day’s debate could well hold 
market-moving power at the end of the month. 
Such an existential issue is always likely to have 
this capability. 
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Section C. CCO Tracker 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Over 399k carbon offsets were issued by the Air Resources Board last week during 
California’s final offset issuance of the year. The credits were awarded over 7 
projects and take the total CCO count to 54,552,984 going into 2017. 
 
Compliance data released before the Christmas period revealed over 8 million 
offsets were retired to meet 2015 compliance obligations, resulting in a total of 
27,525,509 offsets available for future compliance. 
 
A mine methane capture project in Colorado, Elk Creek CMM (ACR243), was 
the week’s highest scorer yielding 266k credits. Elk Creek is now the third largest 
project to gain credits under the MMC protocol whilst 432k MMC credits 
generated under the Early Action protocol were converted to CCO-3s last week. A 
further 94k agricultural credits also had their invalidation period shortened to 3 
years. 
 
EOS Climate picked up 68k ODS credits whilst agricultural credits across 5 
different projects accounted for the remainder of CCOs issued by ARB. 
 
The Climate Action Reserve added 269k new credits to the registries over the 
holiday period as three projects gained ROCs. A third reporting period for T&M 
Bos Dairy (CAR1055) gained 11k for ClimeCo whilst Cottonwood Dairy 
(CAR1151) claimed 40k for the Gallo Cattle Company. The bulk of ROCs 
however belonged to Willits Woods IFM (CAR1140), receiving 217k forestry 
credits for Coastal Forestlands in California. 
 
In more significant news for the carbon forestry industry, Forest Carbon 
Partners and the Port Graham Corporation have listed a new IFM project 
(ACR361) with the American Carbon Registry. The project’s first reporting period 
commenced on Dec 25, 2016 with the minimum reporting period of 6 months. 
Only two IFM projects have now been listed with the registries since the protocol 
changes in 2015, both in Alaska. 
 
 

Issued CCO total: 54,552,984 
Quebec offsets: 505,608 
WCI Offsets Eligible for future 
compliance: 27,525,509 
 

Last issuance date: Dec 27, 2016 
Next issuance date: Jan 12, 2017 
Last ARB issuance total: 399,028 
CCO-0s: 5,161,534 
ROCs queued: 22,039,277 
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Section D. Policy Tracker 
 

 
Bill Author Brief Status Momentum 

Indicator 
SB 189 Hueso Creation of a committee to advise state 

agencies on how to expend GHG proceeds to 
benefit California’s employment and economy 
situation . 

Held in committee of 
appropriations, and is under 
submission 

Stalled 
 

AB 645 Williams & 
Rendon 

Supports the renewables portion of Brown’s 
2030 package, includes interim targets of 
38% (2023) and 44% (2026)  

In committee, under 
submission 

Stalled 
 

SB 32 Pavley Mandates GHG reduction targets of 40% 
under 1990 levels by 2030. [2050 and interim 
2040 targets removed from bill] 

Signed by the Governor  Signed into 
law 
 

SB 1386 Wolk Establishes a state policy that protection and 
management of natural and working lands 
are a key strategy in meeting the state’s 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction 
goals. 
 

Signed by the Governor Signed into 
law 
 

AB 197 Garcia This bill adds two non-voting members to 
ARB board, and ensures greater cost benefit 
transparency of ARB programs.  
 

Signed by the Governor  Signed into 
law 
 

AB 33 Quirk Creates a new Climate Change Advisory 
Council in state government. Council would 
be assigned specified duties, such as: 
developing analysis on strategies to achieve 
California targets 

Signed by the Governor Signed into 
law 
 

 
Section E. Key Dates 

 
Date Item Observations 

Jan 8 2017 Winter Forum 

The 2017 Winter Forum, Power to the People: Tackling Energy 
Inequality through Clean Energy Solutions, will be held January 8-10, 
2017. The event will explore equity issues related to domestic and 
international energy access and ways to rectify persistent inequitable 
distribution of clean and renewable energy resources.  
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Section F. Back Matter 

 
Disclaimer 
No representation or warranty is given or shall be deemed given or implied by Climate Connect, 
its data or content providers, the financial exchanges and each of their affiliates and business 
partners to you or any other person as to the completeness, accuracy, sufficiency, currency, 
reliability or suitability of any such information, all which information is provided on an ‘as is’ 
basis, and all such representations warranties or conditions that may be implied by statute, 
general law or otherwise (whether as to title, non-infringement, merchantability, fitness for 
purpose or otherwise) are hereby excluded. 
 
About Climate Connect Ltd 
Climate Connect Ltd. is an information solutions firm operated in accordance with the laws and 
regulations of England and Wales. It has headquarters in London and in New Delhi, India, and 
serves a global clientele across a range of specialisations in the energy and environmental 
markets. In addition to news and intelligence portals for the carbon and power markets, Climate 
Connect provides bespoke information and research solutions to investors, trading houses, 
project developers, technical specialists, and other leading market players.  
 
About CaliforniaCarbon.info 
CaliforniaCarbon.info is a brand name operated by Climate Connect Ltd., and focuses on the 
carbon cap-and-trade market established in California and in the Western Climate Initiative. We 
offer the latest pricing data, market analysis, policy updates, and forecasting intelligence, to 
empower our clients to make well-informed decisions based on accurate and rounded insight. 
Please contact us using the details at the bottom of the page, if you would like to arrange a trial 
of our product. 
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